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Spring 2017

Editorial

Simon Whittle

Welcome to the slightly delayed Spring 2017 Edition of RRN. In addition to the usual Committee updates,
we’ve got a great article on Running and Writing from well-known local author Cathy Fagg, Matt Claydon’s
write-up of a recent successful attempt at the Green Man Challenge, Luke Taylor’s feedback on Suzie
Baker’s recent running course and a multi-media delight featuring Colin Johnson’s blind guiding
In this edition, there are guidelines for some of the Committee roles where we know that current members
will be stepping-down at the AGM. If you wish to consider volunteering for one these, or any other roles,
feel free to speak to Graham or to the incumbent.
Talking of which, this will be my final edition of RRN as I’ve decided that I need to spend more time running
and walking, and less time sitting at desk. If you’re interested in taking over, feel free to contact me: I’d be
happy to show what needs to be done and to hand over my template (although there’s no compulsion to
use it).
RRN is published 4 times a year and the job of the editor is to consolidate and fine-tune the contributions
to RRN (which come from a number of sources, including members’ articles, Committee meetings, weekly
e-mails, Committee members’ updates and Facebook posts).

Many thanks to everyone who contributed to this edition.
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The Thoughts of Chairman Graham

Graham Bazley

I am always surprised at how quickly the first race in our summer series comes round. Once again it was an
overwhelming success, in part not only due to the legacy of our previous Race Directors and our existing one
(Ant Clark), but also because of all the people who volunteered to help with the many different aspects (preevent admin, course setting, marshalling, and coordinating the entries and results and so on). Our races are
an important part of the local club racing circuit and I feel that it is vital that we continue to support them.

The Green Man Challenge
Recently 4 members of TACH completed The
Green Man for the first time (Andy & Liz Little and
Matt & Michelle Claydon). The Green Man is a
route that circumnavigates Bristol and it is
approximately 45 miles. It is loosely based on The
Community Forest Footpath. It was devised by the
same person who is also responsible for setting up
TACH, Chris Bloor. Those who complete the route
become members of “The Honourable Order of
The Woodwoses”. The route is now reasonable
well-marked and takes in some really beautiful

countryside; my favourite bit is the part of it that
goes from Dundry round to Keynsham. I am sure
that very few members join TACH with the idea of
completing it; that certainly applied to me. Matt’s
article in this edition really captures the essence of
the challenge, but if you would like further
information please do speak to me and or another
Woodwoses: there are many in our club. It is a lot
easier than many of you may imagine and all of it
can be reccied using public transport.

The role of the Chair within TACH
Unless anyone else wants to stand as Chair, I would like to stand again. I cannot stress enough though that
I have no desire to stand in the way of anyone who may be interested in this role. If you are at all
interested please do have a chat with me about what the role involves. The role of the chair is not a very
onerous one. I receive e mails that are sent via our web page (there are in the region of 15 a year). I also
chair the committee meetings: when the discussion is underway, it is the chairperson's responsibility to
ensure that it continues to flow smoothly by involving all Committee members present and not permitting
one or two people to dominate the meeting. I also give a brief speech at our Twelfth Night celebrations
(our annual get-together and awards evening) and hand out some of the prizes.
Onwards and upwards and I hope to see many of you on a run really soon.

Graham
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TACH Committee 2016 - 2017
The Committee meets 4 times per year, typically in November, February, May and August.

Chair:

Graham Bazley
graham@soya.demon.co.uk

Club Captain:

Helen King
drhelenking@googlemail.com

Secretary:

Emma Postlethwaite
emma.postlethwaite@gmail.com

Treasurer:

Claire Scaife
claireboorman@blueyonder.co.uk

Membership Secretary:

Natasha Breen
natbreen@hotmail.com

Race Director:

Antony Clark
ant.clarkclark@yahoo.co.uk

Run Meister:

Joe Hussey
joehussey@yahoo.com
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Run Meister:

Bubbles Young
bubbs_norm@hotmail.co.uk

Rough
Running News Editor:

Vacancy

Kit Woman:

Cathy Fagg
catherinefagg@hotmail.com

Spiderman:

Jonathan Gledson
jonathan@millerdesign.co.uk

Marshal Meister:

Lucien Campbell-Kemp
herrbenz@hotmail.com

Social Secretary:

Sam Milkins
sam.milkins74@gmail.com

Member without
portfolio:

Liz Noakes
liznoakes100@yahoo.co.uk

Member without
portfolio:

Sam Edwards
samedwards@uwclub.net

Member without
portfolio:

Emila Zielinska
emivita@gmail.com

Website content editor:
(non-committee role)

Emma Bagley
emma.bagley@rocketmail.com
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Captain's Log

Helen King

TACH Championship: 1st June Leaderboard
Summer is here, as was apparent by the persistent rain at Man v Horse, so lots of running, races, cider and
cake! This month’s spot prize winner, drawn at random (using Google random number generator) from
everyone who gained points in May, is Sam Edwards.
The list of everyone who’s gained points this year (up to 31st May) is given below and the full spreadsheet
is available to download (if your name’s not on the list you’re either not a paid up member or there are no
points recorded for you: if this is wrong, email me on the address above).
Championship LeaderBoard 2017

155 = Andy Fagg
145 = Cathy Fagg
137 = Matt Claydon & Michelle Claydon
135 = Bubbles Young
125 = Graham Bazley & Helen King
110 = Sam Edwards
105 = Lucien Campbell-Kemp
90 = Andy Little, Emma Postlethwaite & Liz Noakes
85 = David Giles
80 = Liz Little
78 = Jeremy Hutchison
77 = Carolyn Dent
75 = Jonathan Riley & Pete Brown
70 = Antony Clark & Judith Chubb-Whittle
65 = Colin Johnson, Ian Kilgarriff, Ivan Batchelor & Natasha Breen
64 = Emma Bagley
60 = Chris Johnson, Cindy Crossland, Jonathan Gledson, Mark Vogan & Nicky Hodges
50 = Andy Grant, Emila Zielinska, Helen Celia, Matt Milkins, Rob Hick & Simon Whittle
45 = Rachel Foyle, Rob Richard & Sue Baic
40 = Jayne King, Joe Hussey, Paul Rae & Tim Seal
35 = Chris Smart, Erik Lithander, Laura Heape, Lucy Rayner, Twila Moon & Vikki Carter
30 = Chris Moon, Fiona Lithander, Lisa Cropper & Luke Taylor
25 =Ian Ruck, Justin Marshall & Tim Johnson
20 = Juan Carlos Palo Nieto, Mark Aston, Phil Robson, Rod Sterland & Tom Hunt
19 = Nina Peacock
15 = Berenice Humphreys, Femke Yansen, Patrick Winstone, Ray Lovett, Ruth Pitchers & Trudi Johnson
10 = Clare Prosser, Rachel Eaton, Sam Milkins, Sara Vogan & Tommi Grover
5 = Adrian Hodson, Cheryl Nolan, Claire Scaife, David Crossland, George Hancu, Heidi Evans, Jack Harvey,
Kerri McBride, Paul Everall, Richard Nicholls, Roger Trubridge, Stuart Jones & Tilly Shaw
Happy running!

Helen
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Secretary’s Snippets

Emma Postlethwaite

Constitution
Cathy Fagg, Simon Whittle, and I have reviewed the TACH Constitution, which hasn’t been updated since
2006. A new draft has been prepared, to reflect current practice and to ensure compliance both with
Association of Running Clubs (ARC) rules and the latest HMRC guidance for Community Amateur Sports
Clubs. The proposed changes will be voted upon at the AGM in the autumn. The current constitution can be
found here:

Data Management and E-mail Addresses
There’s been a bit of reorganisation going on in the background, with data previously stored in OneDrive and
Dropbox being moved to a shiny new location on Google Drive. As well as consolidating all information in a
single location, which makes things easier to manage, this allows users to edit online using Google Docs
without needing an Office suite installed on their computer. It also provides us with a repository for old
photos, which can be shared with the membership.
We’re also creating new TACH-specific e-mail addresses, which will make the annual transition to new
Committee members easier to manage. It’s taken longer than planned as our ISP, which is based in a village
not far from John O’Groats, is changing its system. Hopefully everything will be in place before the AGM.
This is where TACH's weekly e-mails come from:

What does the Club Secretary do?
The Club Secretary is responsible for organising the Committee Meetings (they take place 4 times a year)
and the Annual General Meeting (annually of course!). As with most TACH events, these take place in a
pub and are pretty informal, with drinks and dinner provided. The Secretary needs to prepare and share an
Agenda before the meetings, and then Minute and distribute the discussion and actions afterwards. We
have a shared Google drive and use Facebook a lot for arranging things, so are fairly modern - certainly no
letter writing involved! Being on the Committee means you hear about - so can muck in with - all sorts of
things - as much or as little as you fancy (e.g. I helped initially with the new website, I've helped Cathy and
Simon update the Constitution - etc). I've been in the Secretary Role for coming up for 3 years, so would be
great to welcome someone new to the role, and get some fresh ideas too. If you are vaguely interested,
please get in touch.

Emma
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Membership

Natasha Breen

We currently have 121 members. A warm welcome to the following 12 people who have joined or re-joined
since the last edition:
Angela Smith

James Rouse

Neil Tague

Andrew Hunt

Cheryl Nolan

George Hancu

Katy Parrott

Anneke Bull

Tony Rudd

Trudi Johnson

Nick Foley

Jennifer Kearney

Tasha

Treasurer's Trove

Claire Scaife

Summary
Since the last committee meeting we have paid Avon Riding Centre the profits for the MMT, which were
£1,323 this year. Other than that nothing much to report: we’ve been getting entries in for the summer
races and a few expenses have come through but it’s very much a work in progress at the moment.

What does the Treasurer Do?












Although some very basic bookkeeping knowledge is useful, you certainly do not need to be an
accountant in order to do the role, mainly you just need to be able to use a spreadsheet to add up
income and expenditure and check that the bank balance is the same as it is on the spreadsheet.
Banking cheques or cash (less than once a month as nearly everything is online now)
Paying invoices / reimbursing expenses (mostly online)
Occasionally transferring accumulated cash from the PayPal account to the Lloyds Bank account
Recording income and expenses from Lloyds Bank account on a spreadsheet. This just involves
copying dates and amounts from the online statements and then putting a description of the type
of expense or income. To give you an idea, there are about 10 transactions per month on average.
Summarising the income and expenses each quarter for the Committee.
Summarising it all into the Income and Expenditure account for the end of the year. (NOT preparing
a full set of accounts).
Checking the kit stock, float, sales and purchases figures at the end of the year to make sure it
broadly adds up.
I have submitted some forms to HMRC re the CASC registration, but as this is all set up now I don’t
think anything more is required.

Claire
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Social Events

Sam Milkins

On Sunday 20th August at 2 pm we will be having a barbecue at Ashton Court Estate for TACH members
and their families. Children's entertainment is yet to be confirmed, but last year saw us chasing them round
an orienteering course and all had a fabulous time. We will bring the BBQ so all you need is some food to
bring along. If you're really lucky, Cathy will bring some of her yummy cake! (no pressure! ??)
Our Twelfth Night Celebrations will take place on Saturday 6th January 2018. Make sure you save the date!
Details will follow once the venue is booked. Quite probably The Greenbank, Easton, as this was a popular
choice earlier this year.

What does the Social Secretary Do?
Finally, would you like to arrange our social events? Are you good at organising a party? I am steppingdown from my role this year and your TACH committee needs you! At present we have two official events
but you can adapt as you like. It would be lovely to see some new ideas come to life. Contact me if you
have any questions.

Sam

Runmeisters’ Review

Bubbles Young & Joe Hussey

The run calendar is looking really well-filled but there are still plenty of opportunities to lead a run. If you'd
like to lead either a short or long run from your favourite pub get in touch with Bubbles or Joe.
Leading a run can be a great way of exploring a new area of Bristol or introducing others to your most loved
routes. We are Bristol Town and Country Harriers so your run can be Town or Country based.
The Thursday run list can be found on the back page of RRN. Venues and leaders are always subject to change,
so please keep an eye on the TACH website and Members’ weekly e-mails.

Bubbles
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Kit Korner

Cathy Fagg

Here’s the stock list from the last stock count on 11-May. If you want to purchase any kit, please e-mail me
in advance stating style and size so that I can bring it along to the next Thursday run.

SIZE
Ladies' vests new style

30

32

7

34

36

38

7

9

3

Ladies' vests old style

3

Men’s vests new style

4

Men’s vests old style

4

40

3

42

2

Price

Comment

£16.50

Old stock £14.55

£5.00

With yellow band

£16.50

Old stock £14.55

£5.00

With yellow band

2

£19.50

Old stock £17.99

3

£18.30

44

3

5

Short sleeve tech tees

6

2

4

3

2

1

Long sleeve tech tees

4

3

4

4

1

4

Green Man cotton tees
Green Man cotton tees
Hoodie

£12.00

Ladies’

9

£12.00

Men’s

1

£22.00

Pullover style

5
4

1

2

Hi-viz vests

Available for loan only

Headtorches

Available for loan only

Lost Property
I have been handed 1 x large lightweight jacket – see me for details

Cathy
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Race Director

Antony Clark

Follow-on from Survey
The Race Committee are holding an open meeting on 4th July at 7.30 pm at The Eldon House to plan the
2018 race calendar. If you want to be involved come along or talk to any of the current race committee.
They are:
Carolyn Dent
Antony Clark
Matt Milkins
Natasha Breen
Emila Zielinska
Andy Fagg

Lucien Campbell-Kemp
Joe Hussey
Catherine Fagg
Sam Milkins
Liz Noakes
Emma Postlethwaite

Jarek Turif
Helen King
Sam Edwards
Bubbles Young
Graham Bazley

Butcombe Trail Ultra (as posted on Facebook)
TACH puts on a 48+ mile ultra marathon each September and all of our surplus from the race goes to the
Mendip Hills Fund, a local charity run by the Mendip Hills AONB. Here is a post that went up on the race
Facebook page recently about the finances of the 2016 race:
We want to be totally transparent and so here's a post about what we spent last year's money on and a copy
of our 2016 accounts. We're ultra runners ourselves and know that it can be an expensive hobby with some
races charging an arm and a leg. We've concentrated on spending money on the things that are important to
us when we race and set a target to keep the race entry for affiliated runners under £50 which is good value
for a 48+ mile race.
Our biggest cost was first aid at over £1,300 for professional first aid support. This is a lot of cash but worth
every penny. The race covers a large area, much of it not very accessible, and we needed to have first aid
teams around the course for the full 16 hours that there were runners out. We had great support from our
sponsors. The largest of these was Butcombe Brewing Co who provided beer for the prizes as well as a
generous cash donation. The Butcombe pubs on the route were really happy to have aid stations in front of
their pubs or in their car parks and made the marshals based there very welcome. We know from personal
experience that food is VERY important on such a long run and we consulted the runners on what they wanted
to eat on the way round. Everyone said they enjoyed the food on offer especially the home made cakes and
sandwiches. Town and Country Harriers, our club, donated an extra £250 of club funds to beef-up the donation
to The Mendip Hills Fund.
The nature of these races is that all the costs are fixed apart from food so, because we're not taking any profit
out, once we've broken even every additional runner's entry fee goes almost entirely to charity.
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What Does the Race Director Do?
The Race Director coordinates the team behind putting on successful TACH races, taking decisions about
the races, chairing race sub-committee meetings, and making sure everything gets done to ensure a
smooth race and happy racers and marshals. In the past TACH has put on a January race on a Saturday and
a summer series of three or four Thursday evening races. The race director also takes responsibility for the
races and the safety of the runners and marshals on the day. The Butcombe Trail Ultramarathon currently
has a separate pair of race directors within the club to ease the workload."

Antony
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TACH Race Survey

Cathy Fagg

Thank you - Lots of people responded with a wide range of views. Here are the results:
Who responded?
38 people answered the survey, which was posted on the TACH Facebook Page and in the weekly
newsletter for three weeks. 25 Were TACH members, 12 non-members, 1 skipped that question.
21 people had helped with TACH races and 27 had run in TACH races in the past couple of years.
What they said about our current races:
People said their favourite races were (most liked first):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Burrington
Wrington
Butcombe
Purdown & Dundry
MMT

Income from races:
People said that income from races should be used for (most popular first):





Local relevant charities (64%)
Training members in managing events / run-coaching / running skills (43%)
Club equipment (43%)
Club social events (37%)

Only 5 people (13%) thought we should cover the costs of the races only and only 1 person thought we
should give money to relevant national charities. In the comments people emphasised being affordable and
transparent if we are fund raising for a local charity.
What they said about future TACH races:
Overwhelmingly, respondents agreed that TACH should organise races and that they should be fun and
challenging. There was support for the full range of race distances from 5Ks to ultras with less support for
relays, multiple distance events and children’s races. In the comments people stressed the importance of
inclusivity and one person asked what challenging meant.
The most popular future events (in order) were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Short races up to 10K on a summer Thursday evening
Weekend races longer than 10K in summer
Weekend races longer than 10K in winter
Short races up to 10K on another summer evening
Short races up to 10K on a summer weekend
Short races up to 10K in winter
Winter head torch races
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Helping at TACH races:
48% thought that TACH members should help at one event a year. A further 37% thought two events a year
and 11% more than that. In the comments one person estimated that if all members helped at one race
that would cover six races.
23 people said they were willing to marshal on the day, 16 course-clearing before race day and 13 for
course-setting on race day. 9 offers to help with race admin.
Ideas for involving people more included:






Free entries to one short race if you helped with two races.



Get people to supply or cook cake for fundraising at their events

A separate award for marshal/helper of the year.
Offer food, beer/cider to helpers.
Ask for help. Pin people down for definite roles. List roles, get names next to them. Explain that the
races can't continue without support.

So What?
These results show that running races is an important part of what TACH does as part of the local running
community. This shows in people’s commitment to affordability, inclusiveness, and local charities.
People are open to a range of different TACH races so we could introduce new distances and offer racist
different times of the week and throughout the year. However it might take more than a year to work up a
new race.
However we need more people to help at least one and preferably two races a year, if we are going to
maintain the current number of races. We may not have the capacity to increase the number of races.
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Running Workshop with Susie Baker

Luke Taylor

TACH very kindly organised a running technique workshop with Susie Baker. There were about 16 TACH
members on the workshop.
Susie is a Member of the Society of Teachers of the
Alexander Technique. Alexander Technique (AT) is
an educational process that develops the ability to
realign posture and to avoid unnecessary
muscular and mental tension.
The workshop started out a little like runners
anonymous (my name is Luke and I like to run a
lot). Everyone in the room had tales of injuries,
which Susie noted and asked a few questions.
Susie introduced us to AT and provided some
simple advice about sitting posture. We then all
stood up and tried a few exercises to learn how
good posture can help with all sorts of movement.
Next it was outside for a pre workshop, side-on,
running video of each participant, which was
analysed and discussed. Most of us tended to
reach forward with our strides, which is not as
efficient as using one’s glutes to drive one
forward.
We then went up to The Downs to learn some
techniques, with mental cues, to aid running
posture and technique - ‘I’m not running’, heels to
calf, allow the foot to drop, etc. All of the exercises
were undertaken in an easy and light-hearted
manner.
Finally, it was back for the after workshop video
analysis. Where I think everyone could see
improvements in their running.
I would thoroughly recommend this beginners
workshop. Susie can also provide a range of other
running-related AT workshops focusing on more
specific areas.
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A series of Alexander Technique Sessions open to
all TACH Members to discover the benefits of the
Alexander Technique for better posture and ease
of movement. TACH is not funding these, but
Susie is offering a special rate for TACH so each
participant pays £10 per session direct to Susie.
Session 1. Hills
In this 90 minute session we'll be exploring
different techniques and cues to help you find
what works best for tackling hilly terrain,
whether that's downhill faster with more control
or uphill with more puff.
Date: Tuesday 11th July
Time: 7.00pm
Place: Ashton Court
Cost: £10.
To book a place or for more info contact Susie
direct:
Email: sb@learningthealexandertechnique.com
Phone or text: 07919 333 388
Or use Messenger.
Future sessions:
10th October, Clifton Down, Smooth Running
9th January, BCMB, Posture and Balance
10th April, Ashton Court, tbc.
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Green Man Challenge May 2017

Matt Claydon

The Green Man Challenge is a special thing, created many years
ago by TACH’s own Chris Bloor and something of a rite of passage
in Bristol long distance trail running. So, please forgive my
indulgence in a slightly lengthy prologue explaining how I ended
up by the Clifton tower of the Suspension Bridge at 8am on 27th
May 2017, ready to set off with TACH friends on a 45-mile lap of
the Community Forest Path (CFP).

My Green Man journey began about a year ago
when I first started looking for off-road ultradistance races near Bristol. I’d only ever run one
road marathon, the B2B, but the idea of a trail
ultra appealed and it sounded like something I
might be able to do in the distant future. The top
two results that Google offered up were the Green
Man Ultra (GMU) and TACH’s own Butcombe Trail
Ultra, and it was reading about the latter that gave
me my first introduction to TACH. If someone had
suggested then that a year later I’d be running the
Green Man with friends, for fun, I’d have said they
were mad. But, after spending summer 2016
running off-road on my own, with Michelle, and in
the occasional Relish race, we pulled our
respective fingers out and joined TACH in October.
I’d thought any hopes of running a trail marathon
or ultra were a long way off, but within only a few
weeks of going to TACH Thursday runs I’d spoken
to enough people for whom this kind of thing was
nothing unusual that my horizons were starting to
shift. I joined the friendly crowd gathered outside
The Boathouse for the 27-mile Green Goddess
social run in December. I didn’t expect to make it
all the way round and had a few bail points
planned, but with the encouragement of Graham
Bazley who kept me company at the back, and Liz
& Andy Little who were just a little ahead by the
end, I just about made the full distance. That gave
me the confidence to attempt a marathon again
with a reasonable expectation of being able to
finish.
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The New Year’s Eve Gordano Round social was
next up, and during the run I ended up chatting to
Graham about the Green Man, and in particular
the difference between the Green Man Ultra – the
main attraction of which was the lovely Green
Man medal, and the traditional ‘Green Man
Challenge’ – running the route of one’s own
accord outside of an organised event.

Graham, Matt and Michelle on the Gordano Round
for New Year's Eve

The concept of the Challenge appealed strongly,
but I really wanted the medal and didn’t feel ready
for 45 miles, so shortly after the Gordano Michelle
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and I signed up for the 30-mile version of the
Green Man Ultra (the ‘Green Boy’ as it’s
affectionately known).
Race day - 3rd March 2017 - came around in no
time but it dawned with Michelle still suffering
from a bout of food-poisoning the day before. She
was unsure about whether to start, so at 07:30 I
left her in bed to go and cheer on all the TACH
runners starting the full distance race at 08:00
from Ashton Court. The Green Boy was due to
start from Keynsham at 11:00 and by then
Michelle had decided to give it a go and see how
things went. Sadly with no energy on-board, and
any food she tried to eat making her feel
immediately sick, she was forced to retire at mile
16. I continued on to the finish and was sad to find
when I arrived that both Liz and Andy had also
been forced to pull out about 30 miles in.
Not one to be defeated easily, Liz was determined
to exorcise the DNF demons and at the very next
TACH Thursday run, hatched a plan in the pub with
Graham to organise a Green Man Challenge social
run for as soon as she could shake the injuries that
had led to her not finishing the GMU. Each having
our own respective unfinished business with the
Green Man, Andy, Michelle and I were all keen to
join the venture, and as a veteran of many
previous laps Graham was more than happy to
accompany us for moral support and expert

Liz and Andy at the start of the GMU race

guidance. And so it was that a little less than three
months later, Liz, Andy, Graham, Michelle and I
were gathered at Clifton Suspension Bridge ready
to do battle with the Community Forest Path.
The forecast five days before had been for blazing
sunshine all day, with temperatures of 26-27

Starting from the Clifton Suspension Bridge
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degrees, so we were glad that over the rest of that
week the expectation was gradually revised to 22
degrees with cloud and sunny spells. Nevertheless
we were applying the sunscreen while waiting for
everyone to meet and all carrying substantial
water loads. We were joined at the start by
TACHers Helen, Lucien and Bubbles, and a crew
from Bitton Road Runners who were all going to

along with Mark Hooper who would be coming
along for the full lap – relatively a short stroll
compared to his recent conquering of the Thames
Path 100-miler. We set off at 08:10 heading west
across the bridge towards Leigh Woods and in no
time we entered the deer enclosure at Ashton
Court, stopping briefly to pay our respects to the
Green Man himself.

Aspirant Woodwoses and support crew at the Green Man

keep us company for between 15 and 30 miles,
Sacrifices made, we ran on through the park and
on past the mansion, looking a little over-prepared
for the Parkrun which was being set up. Just after
the Parkrun we reached the first of many places
where the routes of the Community Forest Path,
Green Man Challenge, and Green Man Ultra differ.

and Long Ashton, crossing over the railway and
then under the A370 at a pace that was
comfortable but still well ahead of the 12 hour
target. With the climb up to Dundry ahead, our
average was soon going to drop substantially
anyway!

At this point, the race route diverts onto the
Monarch’s Way for the section to Barrow
Common. Because we were approaching the
occasion as a Challenge, the intention was to
follow the CFP/Challenge route as much as
possible rather than use the various modifications
made by the race organisers for the Ultra route.
However, in this case it‘s not currently possible to
follow the CFP due to the substantial road building
that has gone on in recent years around the
A370/A38. So, even stickler Graham allowed us to
divert along the race route, which is probably just
as nice as the original CFP and also slightly longer.
We made good progress through Ashton Court

Heavy rain and thunderstorms the previous night
had taken the edge off the hard-baked ground
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nicely without creating much in the way of real
mud, but as we crossed the open field before
Barrow Reservoir, the wet long grass had our
shoes and socks wet through and squelching in
short order. Having left the city and entered
countryside, it was evident that there was a lot
more vegetation than on the March race day and
winter recce runs, and we started to wonder if we
should be carrying shears for some of the less welltravelled sections of the route.
We re-joined the CFP shortly after crossing the
A38 and slowed to a walk for the kilometre or so
up to Dundry. We picked the pace back up on
reaching the top and ran on past the church and
along the ridgeline with great views of the city to
the north. Another couple of miles of generally
downhill or flat terrain led us into Norton
Malreward (where the GMU has its first
checkpoint) and we were pleasantly surprised to
find a friend of the Bitton crowd waiting for us at
the village hall with a big box of jelly babies. We

for the first 16 miles. The Lock Keeper’s outside
tap was our first chance to refill with water and
have a short rest. Having been going for 4h10, we
were now more or less bang on schedule for a 12h
finish time, but the first third of the route is by far
the toughest terrain so we were optimistic that if
we kept up the same pace we’d be comfortably
inside that by the end.
The route then went along the towpath, onto the
Dramway, and then joined the Bristol & Bath
Railway path. Although one of the more

monotonous sections, the flat easy terrain
enabled us to pick up the pace a little and the Road
Runners, being in their element, stretched out a
good lead. They even had time at Warmley Station
to pop into the café for refreshments before we

kept up a good pace down the hill to Pensford,
then through Publow, Woollard (sticking to the
CFP through fields and woodland rather than the
stony track which the GMU takes), Compton
Dando, and then the long section along the River
Chew into Keynsham. Near Chewton Keynsham is
a field gateway renowned as one of the muddiest
points on the whole route (‘mud’ being a polite
description), however with the preceding
extended dry spell even this was baked hard.
A friendly face in the form of Matt Milkins joined
us by the bandstand in Keynsham Memorial Park,
and shortly afterwards Helen sprinted off to catch
her train back to Bristol, having kept us company
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caught up. Warmley Forest, another notoriously
muddy section, was again nice and dry underfoot
and it was nice to be back into fields. The next few
miles are through farmland, passing Shortwood
Golf Course and then briefly joining a small spur of
the Railway Path by a disused colliery, before
crossing under the M4 motorway - one of the
major landmarks of the route. Shortly after this
the race route diverts onto roads to avoid
Kendleshire Golf Club but the CFP goes straight
through the course and is much more attractive.
There’s a small café directly on the route through
the golf course so we stopped briefly for a couple
of people to top up.
We left the golf course and then went up and over
Ivory Hill, before dropping down onto the Frome
Valley Walkway. Another friendly face appeared
coming the other way, the lengthy stride
unmistakably that of Jonathon Gledson, another
veteran of the Green Man Challenge. We were
approaching 30 miles in by this point and getting
tired, so it was a great boost to have more TACH
support joining us. With three Woodwoses now
part of the group and being almost two-thirds of
the way round, I started to feel confident that we
were going to finish this!
The Frome Valley Walkway briefly merges with a
road called The Dingle, where I had left my car
stocked with cold water, flat Coke, and various
snacks, so we stopped for another refill and 10minute break.

At Bury Hill the CFP takes a gratuitous diversion to
the historic fort at the top of the hill, but Jonathan
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and Graham agreed this was an ‘optional’ part of
the Challenge and we were more than happy to
agree with their expert judgement. We therefore
stuck to the road until reaching the White Horse at
Hambrook where the race has its third checkpoint.
Here the Bitton crowd bid us farewell and wished
us good luck for the rest of the day.
Back under the M4, and then another brief
diversion off the race route in order to stay on the
CFP - down an alleyway filled with chest-high
nettles. We started to wonder if we’d ‘had enough
of experts’.
We crossed under the M32 and after a short
section off-road we arrived at Stoke Gifford and
the start of the most urban portion of the route.
On the plus side, the CFP goes directly past Matt
Milkins’ house (presumably a significant factor in
Matt and Sam’s purchasing decision), and whilst it
was a shame to leave him here, on the plus side he
had a plentiful supply of Star Wars freeze-pops
which we enjoyed in the front garden before
setting off into the dreaded suburban tarmac
maze of Stoke Gifford, Bradley Stoke, Patchway
and Aztec West. This section feels like it goes on
forever, but eventually we turned right off the
road and onto the grassy area of Pegwell Brake,
heading up the hill into the woods and then over
the M5 bridge and finally back into the
countryside.
I think from this point a sort of fatigue-induced
drunkenness must have set in, as my memory of

much of the rest of the run feels a little like that of
a heavy night out. I know I was hurting quite a bit
and struggling to eat or drink much, but I can’t
really remember how it felt. It’s harder to forget
Spaniorum Hill though. It’s the last long steep hill
on the route but you’re rewarded with a long
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descent afterwards and a great view towards the
old runway at Filton.
Jonathan and Graham led us on one more
unexpected diversion to stay on the CFP, through
parkland in Henbury, then we were at Blaise. I
made a brief visit to the loos, and enjoyed the
luxury of splashing my face to cool down and get
rid of the thick salt crust that had built up over the
previous ten hours.
Feeling very slightly refreshed, I set off on the
‘home straight’ - the last five to six miles starting
with the climb up from Blaise and then the long
and monotonous Kings Weston ridgeline. Usually
a pleasant place to run, this time it seemed to go
on forever. Downhills were becoming a real
struggle and what should have been a bit of

overlooking the bridge and then we took the last
few downhill strides back to the toll booth to tag
the railings where we had started over 11 hours
earlier. We were proud to finally be able to call
ourselves Woodwoses and join the special group
of people who have gone before us on the same
quest.
We enjoyed a celebratory pint in the Portcullis,
who unfortunately weren’t serving food, then
embarked on a surprisingly difficult quest to find
somewhere in Clifton who would feed six sweaty
starving runners. The Lansdown had also stopped
serving, and by the time we finally ended up at the
White Rabbit, Graham’s watch was showing
99,700 steps. So, between rounds of drinks, he
went for a quick jog round the block to hit the
magic 100,000. Final guest Woodwose of the day
Antony Clark joined us for a few more celebratory
drinks before we finally headed home to our beds
around midnight for some very well-earned rest.
Sorry this has turned out so long, if you’ve made it
this far then you probably have what it takes to
conquer the Challenge! I’ll end here by saying a
final thank you to all who came out and supported
us. Everyone was great company and I couldn’t
believe how quick the first 8 hours or so went by.

respite descending Shirehampton golf course to
Sea Mills was quite tough. I was glad to reach the
walking opportunity of the long gentle uphill that
starts after crossing the river Trym and continues
all the way through Sneyd Park until reaching the
Downs. Jonathan had to depart here but gave one
last ‘generous’ contribution by making sure we
stuck to the dog-leg that the official CFP takes,
rather than taking the direct route to the far side.
All we had left to go was the short climb up to the
observatory, using the benches by the footpath as
goals to try to keep running to, before eventually
walking the last hundred meters or so to the top
of the hill. It was great to find Lucien and Helen
waiting by the observatory to cheer us on to the
finish, looking a hell of a lot cleaner and fresher
than we did. A quick pause for a final photo
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Special thanks to Liz for organising the whole
thing, Graham for being with us from start to
finish, and Chris Bloor as the ‘Gaveller’ for his
ongoing support and promotion of the CFP and
Green Man Challenge.
Hail Woodwose!

Matt
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Running and Writing
Running and story-telling; two sisters in the same
body, playing and fighting, cuddling and sulking,
sometimes let out, sometimes told to keep quiet
for the sake of the grown-up work-a-day world.
As a child, running and story-telling were as easy
as breathing. I grew up in Kenilworth and in the
long summer days I would play with
my flesh-and-blood sisters in Crackley
Woods, Abbey Fields and Kenilworth
Castle, creating elaborate fantasies of
knights and maidens, boarding schools
and desert islands, battlefields and
homes. Sometimes we would take
these adventures into the adult world,
acting out little plays and ballets to
captive audiences. Movement was story, story
was movement.
As I learnt to read and write story-telling became
an exercise, submitted to a teacher for marking.
Running was confined to sports fields
and occasional cross-country routes.
Now a teenager, it was uncool to
sweat. To avoid bullying I learnt to
speak with hate of what I loved. At
home I took the dog for long walks; out
of sight in the woods, running was our
sneaky treat. On the way home I told
her stories of everything that mattered to me.
Keats broke through my cool: his nightingale call
bewitched me. Shakespeare crept up on me,
disguised as O and A level set texts; Macbeth and
Lear ploughed up my mind. The Oxbridge entrance
exam concealed the wicked delights of a
Midsummer Night’s Dream. I dared
not tell such tales; I began to believe
that story-telling, like running, was
what other, greater, people did.
Studying English Literature under the
faded aegis of Leavis taught me to
critique but not to create.
I told stories again in those gorgeous,
messy, finger-painting years when my children
were small. I ran with them in parks and gardens.
Then they started school and I surrendered too
easily to the pressures of work and parenting.

Cathy Fagg
I dreamt that time of another child. A feral girl,
rank and unkempt. Unsocialised she knew no rules
but she had a cat-like knowledge of cause and
effect, doing what she had to do to stay alive. And
like a cat, if I was quiet she would sit on my lap. I
never heard her speak but her eyes, her eyes held
all the truths I had forgotten. I was in therapy at
that time, exploring my own story, and
as I prepared to leave that space, my
body urged me to run. Living in
Cliftonwood, where Bristol edges up to
the Avon Gorge, I would run over the
Suspension Bridge into ancient
woodlands, open parklands, fields and
streams.
Inspired by Robert Macfarlane I searched for the
wild in my everyday and found it in the greedy
thrusting of life through order; dandelions in
concrete, a hare in winter stubble. I joined an offroad running club and we shared
adventures. I ran beyond the
streetlights into darkness. I ran through
streams and bogs. I ran hills. I ran
barefoot. I got injured and recovered,
slowly learning to trust my body, to stay
with it, to love it, to listen to it. I refound the wild in me.
Struggling with a job in the health service that
sometimes sucked me dry, I asked myself what, if
I died tomorrow, would I regret. My body told me
I did not write. So retired, I write and I run. When
I am stuck in my story-telling I go for a run. The
rhythm soothes my anxious mind. My thoughts
float free. The sunlight shifts, a deer startles; I
wonder, I run. If I let my mind wander
my body will fall, so I trust that when
ideas emerge, my body will carry those
thoughts until I next sit down to write. I
run on, cursing the brambles, slipping in
the mud and rain, enjoying the struggle.
Running and story-telling; two sisters in
the same body, rubbing along together,
sometimes squabbling but knowing how to make
up, sometimes playing and knowing how to make
up stories together.

Visually Impaired Guiding Update
In the last edition, we featured Colin Johnson’s build guiding exploits, which have now been recognised
nationally, with an article on BBC Radio 4’s In Touch programme on Tue 9 May 2017.

Click on the link below to play the 9MB mp3 file (needs an Internet connection).
Tom Walker reports from a running club in Bristol which encourages blind and visually-impaired people to
run with a guide.
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Running Nutrition

Simon Whittle

Tortilla Soup
This fantastic soup, which is based on an original recipe in Mexican Food Made Simple by Thomasina Miers
(a highly recommended book if you like spicy food), has a wonderful warm & smoky flavour and is a great
post-run reviver. It can easily be modified for gluten-free, vegetarian or vegan diets and can be served on
its own, or better-still with crispy tortillas and a choice of garnishes. For a really filling soup, add red kidney
beans and sweetcorn after blending.
Ingredients:
2 tbsp. vegetable oil, plus 50ml extra for
frying tortillas
2 onions, peeled and coarsely chopped
2-4 garlic cloves
2 tsp dried oregano
2 x 400 g tins of tomatoes
1/2 tube of tomato paste
2-5 teaspoons of Chiles en Adobo or
ready-made chipotle chilli paste (such as
Sainsbury's Chipotle Chilli Paste, 90g)
1 coarsely chopped tortilla from a pack
of 8 wheat or corn tortillas
Salt and freshly ground black pepper
1.6 litres of chicken or veg
stock (Waitrose own brand is very good
and not too salty)
1/2 small bunch coriander
1 x 400g can of red kidney beans
(optional)
1 x 198g can of sweetcorn (optional)
To serve:
Remainder of tortillas
1 red chilli finely sliced (optional)
150g feta, crumbled (optional)
150ml plain live yoghurt (optional)
1-2 ripe avocados, sliced (optional)
Handful of cherry tomatoes, halved
(optional)
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Method:
Heat the two tablespoons of oil in a large, heavy-bottomed
casserole or large saucepan and, once hot, add the onions.
Cook, stirring occasionally, over a medium heat for 5 to 10
minutes, until the onion is soft and translucent, then turn
down the heat. Add the garlic and oregano and cook for a
further two minutes, then add the tomatoes, tomato paste
and chopped tortilla. Pour in the stock, season with salt and
pepper, bring to a simmer, and leave to bubble gently for 1015 minutes. Whizz briefly with a stick blender, add a little
more stock if you prefer a thinner soup, and stir-in the fresh
coriander. Optionally add the red kidney beans and
sweetcorn and warm through. You can eat the soup now, but
it’s even better with crispy tortillas and some garnishes:
Place a small amount of oil in a tortilla-sized frying pan, fry a
tortilla on both sides, pressing down with a spatula to ensure
even cooking, until slightly crispy, then drain on kitchen
paper and place in a warm oven. Repeat for the other
tortillas, then then stack them on top of each other and cut
into thin strips.
Ladle the soup into bowls and top each serving with a
generous dollop of yoghurt or soured cream. Sprinkle over
the tortilla strips, and your choice of garnishes and serve hot.
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10% Discounts
TACH members are entitled to a discount at a number of local running shops, including: MOTI, Up and
Running & Easy Runner, along with outdoor specialist Ellis Brigham. If in doubt, it’s always work asking and
remember that “bricks-and-mortar” shops which offer a lot more than online shops (such as shoe fitting and
gait analysis) and need our support.

TACH THURSDAY RUNS

Date

Summer 2017

Venue

Leader - Long Leader - Short

15 June 2017

The New Inn, Blagdon

BS40 7SB

Lucy Rayner

22 June 2017

The Blaise Inn

BS10 7QR

Graham Bazley Carolyn Dent

29 June 2017

The Dundry Inn, Dundry

BS41 8LH

***TACH summer series***

06 July 2017

Abbey Mill, Tintern

NP16 6SE

***Race***

13 July 2017

Wilkins Cider Farm, Mudgely,
Wedmore

BS28 4TU

20 July 2017

The Knowle, Knowle

BS4 2LL

27 July 2017

The Mason's Arms, Stapleton

BS16 1DT

03 Aug 2017

The White Hart, Congresbury

BS49 5AR

Joe Hussey

10 Aug 2017

Black Horse, Clapton-In-Gordano

BS20 7RH

Justin Marshall Bubbles Young

17 Aug 2017

TBC

TBC

Mark Vogan

Sara Vogan

24 Aug 2017

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

31 Aug 2017

Purdown?

TBC

Jarek Turif

Emila Zielinska

07 Sept 2017

Long Ashton (TBC)
Treasure Hunt

TBC

Chris Smart

N/A

14 Sept 2017

TBC

TBC

Luke Taylor

TBC

21 Sept 2017

Victoria, Chock Lane

BS9 3EX

TBC

Emma Bagley

28 Sept 2017

Upton Cheyney (tbc)

BS30 6LY

Matt Claydon

Michelle Claydon
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Jeremy Hutchinson

Joe Hussey

***TACH summer series***
TBC
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